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3°REGAL
Assembly Instruction 05/ 2015

enclosed:   
-   rubber mallet + allen key
-   adjustable feet (glued-in) 
-   distance bar
-   dowel + screw 
-   felt pads

required: 
-   drilling machine

1. 
Determine the right position of the shelf.Keep 
the wall-upright against the wall to mark the 
position for the borehole. The wall-upright 
is the one with the metal bed-fitting and the 
notch for the skirting. 

2. 
Drill the hole and tighten the screw until just 
8 mm of the screw are still visible. Place the 
wall-upright with the bed fitting on the screw 
head and push down until it stops.

3. 
Align the wall-upright vertically and start to 
hook the shelves into the upright from the 
bottom to the top. Make sure that the correct 
sides of the shelves are facing down (with the 
3° angle), so that the shelves and the upright 
fit well into place.

4. 
Press down the shelves slightly. They cannot 
slide off because they are wedged together 
with the wall-upright.
Afterwards slide the right upright in the slots 
of the shelves. Start again at the bottom 
lifting the shelves a little bit.

video instructions:  http://www.zeitraum-moebel.de/
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5. 
After the right side slide the left upright into 
the frontside of the shelves. Start again at the 
bottom lifting the shelves a little bit.
When all parts are wedged together, place 
the distance bar between shelves and wall to 
determine the right distance.

6. 
Use the rubber mallet to pat the shelves until 
they are lined up with the uprights.

video instructions:  http://www.zeitraum-moebel.de/

7. 
Then pat every shelves lightly with the rubber 
mallet. But please do not hit the short side of 
the shelf!

9. 
Remove the distance bar and place the felt 
pads. The pads are responsible for a constant 
distance to the wall and also for the stability 
of the shelves. Fill the gap between the wall 
and shelves with as many felt pads stuck 
together as you need. Place them at the points 
shown.

8. 
Adjust the feet.


